Résumé. 2014 On étudie les résultats des études des lentilles thermiques à gaz, le principe de leur fonctionnement et de leur utilisation pour la focalisation et le guidage des faisceaux lasers à hautes puissances. On 
1. Introduction. -Recent progress in high-power laser development has stimulated much interest in research for efficient methods of controlling optical parameters of powerful laser beams. The traditional solid-state optical elements fail to be practicable owing to the high thermal stresses induced by the propagating beams of high-intensity. The use of gas optical elements by monitoring optical characteristics of a medium along the beam path appears to be a promising alternative in such situation. To date, there is a rather wide choice of gas analogous of solid optical elements, namely, gas lenses of different types [1] or focusing elements ; deflecting devices or prisms (wedges) [2] , aerodynamic windows or plane plates [3] . The gas analogous of the solid-state optical elements are better candidates at least for two reasons. Fitst of all, with gases the threshold breakdown intensity under standard conditions is of the order of 109-1010 W/cm' and the effects of nonlinearity asspciated with the nonlinear susceptibility of the médium [4] , giving rise to self-focusing [5, 6] , occur at powers exceeding by several orders those in condensed media (i.e. in crystals and liquids). Under subthreshold conditions, a gaseous medium can be easily renewed and is practically permanent, while a copper mirror subjected to such intense irradiation is damage in 10 -9 s. In the case of gas optics, only temperature field redistributions and a subsequent change in optical parameters of the gas optical device are generated due to nonlinear effects involving energy absorption of the beam at power levels that would cause damage in solid optical elements.
On the other hand, energy losses due to reflection on a solid mirror surface constitute not less than 0.01 per cent of the incident light energy, so that multiple light reflection causes a pronounced decrease in the total light flux intensity. The reflection losses at an interface are vanishingly small in optically nonuniform gaseous media, with a refractive index not much differing from that of a surrounding gas.
Even when a medium has been chose, there are a great many ways of devising optical systems. Of particular importance is the development of wave guidance systems for transmission of high-power laser energy over long distances with negligible losses and distortions.
In what follows, consideration is given to some common properties of inhomogeneous gaseous media and, in more detail, to thermal gas lenses (TGL), their operation principles and optical characteristics.
2. General laws. - Integrating equation (6) yields the expressions for a ray trajectory [8] :
The arbitrary constants Cl and C2 are found from the initial conditions Given the distribution 8 = 81(r), the determination of the ray trajectories is reduced to the evaluation of an integral.
Let a beam fall onto a lenslike medium parallel to its axis, ;(0) = 0 [8] . The index distribution is considered ideal if there exists a point at which the rays intersect the z-axis independent of the input coordinate, r(O). Otherwise the medium suffers aberration.
For some space distribution of the dielectric constant, for instance, integrating equation (7) gives where Here, the trajectory is recognized as a sine function with the amplitude and the period Spherical aberrations arise as a direct consequence of the dependence of the period on r(0),1
Among the peculiar properties of most thermogasdynamic lenslike media is the presence of higher powers of r in 81 (r) as compared to equation (9) . As one more typical case, consider a medium having the following 81 (r) distribution where a and fl are constants which determine the specific convergence and the spherical aberrations, respectively. Substituting equation (13) into equation (7) (16) . The expressions for a2 and b2 are found on comparing (16) and (14) . As shown in [9] , transformations converting the elliptical integral (16) (5) . Figure 1 shows the trajectories and figure 2 3. Typical optical gas lens designs. - We describe now briefly the main types of gas lenses. Isothermal concentration-type gas lenses [10] are sketched in figure 3 . Two gases of different refractive indices, nl and n2, flow continuously from opposing tubes, 2 and 3, into a mixing chamber, 5, to be exhausted via a tube 4 (Fig. 3a) . The [11] .
Following these is a helical thermal gas lens [12] without injection (Fig. 4a) Figure 4b shows schematically a hyperbolic-type gas lens [14] . The lens is assembled of a heated and a cooled pair of pipes. In this case the refractive index profile is given by where To is the gas temperature on the axis ; AIT is the temperature difference between the wall and the lens axis.
With such a design, the focusing properties of the medium are convergent in the x-direction and divergent in the y-direction (the picture is reversed when the heaters and coolers exchange places). Thus, when developing lenslike media, these systems should be set in pairs with an angle of 03C0 2 between them and, spacîng.10 « 1. , A chimney-type gas lens [12, 15] is schematically shown in figure 5a. The focusing action of the lens proceeds in a heated horizontal pipe. Here the gas flow is sustained due to a gas density difference in The gas circuiation-type lens (a) and the laminar flowtype thermal gas lens (b).
vertical pipes. In a central pipe, 4, the gas flows upward after being heated electrically by helices, 3, whereas in lateral channels, 2, it is cooled and flows downward. Berreman [12] has proposed the following expression for the focal length in such a lens here p, J1 are the gas density and dynamic viscosity based on the temperature, T, respectively ; x is the thermal difRusivity ; h is the central pipe height ; 1 the length of each diverging pipe section ; l' the additional length specified by the condition that a straight pipe with the radius r and length 1 + l' has the same hydraulic resistance as the system shown in figure 5a . A laminar flow-type thermal gas lens (Fig. 5b) is simply a circular tube that is kept at a temperature higher than that of an incoming laminar air flow. The following approximate expression is suggested in [21] for a focal length of the thermal lens with a gas blown through it at constant temperature where 1 is the lens' length. The expression is derived by neglecting the température profile asymmetry induced by the free convection effect. Such lenses are advantageous because of their simple design and the possibility of control lines separately the gas injection rate and temperature. Many theoretical and experimental studies are devoted to such kind of gas lenses [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
The operational principle of a gas diverging lens relies on the mechanism that heat is generated by viscous dissipation in a high-speed gas or fluid flow in a pipe [22] . The refractive index distribution in an adiabatic compressible gas flow in this case is derived as where ro is the pipe radius ; no the refractive index at atmospheric pressure po ; pl the inlet pressure ; Ml and M(z) the Mach numbers at the beginning and along the pipe, -respectively ; R N 0.9, the socalled recovery factor.
In acoustic gas lenses [23] , the gas density changes in generated acoustic waves cause variations in the index of refraction. Let an acoustic wave of the pressure amplitude, p., frequency, co, and speed of propagation, v, be excited inside a pipe of a radius ro, filled with a gas that has a refractive index no. The refractive index profile in such a medium is described by :
, n(r, z) = no aJo(kr) cos 03B2z, (36) Let us now introduce the definition of the focal length and the principal surfaces of a gas lens. With this end in view, consider a ray incident parallel to the lens (a plane front) and discuss only the case when the optical system has an axis of symmetry. Let a ray enter the lens parallel to its axis at a distance r(o) (see Fig. 6 ). In the lens, the ray is deviated by the angle r(l ), 1 being the lens length, and behind the lens it follows the straight path. The différence between the abscissae of the point of intersection of the ray with the axis and the point of intersection of two straight lines, one of which coincides with the incident ray direction and the other with its direction when leaving the lens, is defined as the focal length. (51) yields Thus, the type of ray aberration in a gas lens is governed by the functional form of the index n(r).
In order to simplify equation (52), first of all, replace the arc element ds by the element of the axis dz. On physical grounds, this substitution is justified by the great focal length of most gas lenses and by the small angles of ray incidence with respect to the lens axis. This approximation eliminates difficulties in the integration. The corresponding error usually is extremely small, 0394r(l) ~ + 10-'.
Equation (52) figure 7b . Figure 8a plots the focal length as a function of effective lengths for different heat fluxes and a nondimensional input ray ordinate, yo. By the effective lens length, a length without a thermal entrance length becomes clear. An observation of the graphs reveals that the focal length diminishes with an increase in leff ; here it should be noted that an essential change in the focal length is observed with lenses of small length. For lenses with leff &#x3E; 2 m, a change in the focal length is insignificant. Figure 8b presents aberration curves, i.e. the focal length F, as a function of the input ray ordinate, yo, for différent leff at constant Pe numbers, diameter d and heat flux qc' From the graphs, it is clear that with input ray ordinate, the focal length increases with a ratio of the focal length for rays travelling near the wall to that of the ray near an axis being constant and approximately 2.
The magnitude of longitudinal aberration reduces when the effective length increases. For instance, from figure 8b, we find that aberration for lenses with effective lengths of 2 ; 1.6 ; 0.8 ; 0.4 m is 6 ; 8 ; 10 ; 16 ; 32 m, respectively. No proportional relationship between the aberration magnitude and effective length is observed here, and in order to reduce the lens aberration we should increase its effective length. However, an increase in the lens length results not only in aberration reduction but in the focal length The data reported give an insight into optical properties of a gas lens under steady-state heat transfer conditions regardless of the entrance length effect. Now consider the contribution of the thermal entrance length [37] . Figure 9a is (Fig. 9a) There is experimental evidence of such a combination of the operation parameters in thermal gas lenses when the focusing power of a gas lens is practically independent of the gas injection rate (i.e. of either Reynolds or Peclet numbers). This is the so-called plateau regime which appears to be a rather valuable operational characteristic of a thermal gas lens since in real regimes, certain gas flow rate variations thus available do not highly affect the optical parameters of a thermal gas lens (see Fig. 11 ). Throughout the consideration, the temperature distribution field in a gas lens has been assumed to have axial symmetry. However, it should be noted that the temperature gradient over cross-section of a gas lens causes buyoancy forces which, in a lens laid horizontal, are normal to the flow direction. As a result, the transverse gas circulation proceeds and the velocity and temperature profiles maxima leave the geometrical axis. There develops a complicated three-dimensional flow picture and, therefore, the refractive index profile in a thermal gas lens acquires an asymmetric pattern (see Fig. 12 ). This, in turn, causes non-symmetrical aberrations which weaken thermal gas lens characteristics to a great extent.
An effective way of suppressing the negative effect of free convection to give a temperature field symmetrization is a rotation of the gas lens about its longitudinal axis [38] . Here an additional opportunity arises which allows monitoring optical characteristics of a gas lens rotating about its axis. As the experiments have shown, a complete symmetrization of velocity, temperature and refractive index profiles initiates already at low lens rotation rates (see Fig. 13 ). [39] . So, we may say with a great deal of confidence that researches in the field of thermooptics and its applications are far from being complete.
